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Single�molecule�localization�microscopy�(SMLM)�obtains�resolution�tenfold�beyond�the�diffraction�limit�
of�light�microscopy�enabling�researchers�to�visualize�and�study�subcellular�structures�at�the�nanometer�
scale.�However,�automated�quantification�and�interpretation�of�the�large�3D�point�clouds�generated�by�
SMLM�is�challenging.�Many�methods�have�been�proposed�for�cluster�analysis�and�quantification�of�
SMLM�data.�Many�quantification�methods�have�limited�feature�extraction�capabilities�that�are�needed�
for�machine�learning�and�automatic�identification�of�the�imaged�biological�structures.�Leveraging�
network�to�mathematically�model�the�resultant�SMLM�3D�point�clouds,�we�designed�a�computational�
pipeline�called�3D�SMLM�Network�Analysis�(Khater�et�al,�Sci.�Rep.�8:9009,�2018)�to�extract�per�point�and�
per�cluster�(or�blob)�features,�which�can�be�used�for�semantic�learning�tasks�(e.g.,�clustering,�
segmentation,�and�identification).�

Caveolae�are�membrane�invaginations�that�require�coat�protein�caveolin�1�(Cav1)�and�adapter�protein�
CAVIN�1.�We�previously�applied�our�computational�pipeline�and�machine�learning�techniques�to�PC3�
prostate�cancer�cells�lacking�CAVIN1�and�caveolae�and�to�PC3�cells�transfected�with�CAVIN1�to�define�
the�structure�of�caveolae�and�3�distinct�non�caveolar�Cav1�scaffolds:�small�S1A�and�S1B�scaffolds�and�
larger�hemispherical�S2�scaffolds�(Khater�et�al,�Sci.�Rep.�8:9009,�2018).�Here,�we�extend�this�analytic�
approach�to�endogenous�caveolae�in�HeLa�cells�using�a�home�built�dSTORM�microscope�with�real�time�
drift�correction�ability�(Tafteh�et�al,�Biophotonics,�2016).�We�extracted�the�Cav1�blobs�and�identified�
their�classes�by�matching�their�features�(topological,�shape,�hollowness,�network,�etc.)�with�the�
previously�identified�blobs.�We�then�used�a�multi�proximity�threshold�modularity�analysis�of�the�blobs’�
networks�to�extract�their�modules.�We�leveraged�a�spectral�decomposition�algorithm�to�divide�the�blob�
network�into�modules.�The�optimization�problem�of�finding�the�modules�of�one�blob�is�to�maximize�the�
intra�connectivity�between�the�Cav1�molecules�within�a�module�and�minimize�the�inter�connectivity�
between�the�Cav1�across�the�modules.�

The�features�of�the�modules�are�then�matched�with�previously�identified�blob�types�by�finding�the�
similarity�between�the�module�blob�pair�of�groups’�centers.�Our�results�show�that�S1B�scaffolds�
correspond�to�dimers�of�S1A�scaffolds.�Caveolae�and�hemi�spherical�S2�scaffolds�are�complex�and�
modular�structures�that�are�made�up�from�smaller�S1B�and�S1A�scaffolds,�respectively.�Consequently,�
application�of�comparative�modularity�analysis�to�SMLM�data�has�led�to�a�better�understanding�the�
architecture�and�relationship�between�the�different�Cav1�domains.�
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Introduction
ABSTRACT
❏Caveolin-1 protein (Cav1) participates in the formation of many 

biological structures that have different functions such as caveolae

and Cav1 scaffolding domains

❏Some of the Cav1 domains are tiny and they are below the diffraction 

limit of light microscopy (hard to study using conventional methods)

❏SMLM and network analysis enable us to study the organization and 

architecture of many Cav1 domains and comprehend the relationship 

between the various domains

MODULARITY ANALYSIS
❏ In networks, modularity is a structural measure used to study the 

strength of breaking a network into communities (modules) 

❏The optimization problem of finding the modules of one blob is to 

maximize the intra-connectivity between the Cav1 molecules within a 

module and minimize the inter-connectivity between the Cav1 

molecules between modules

DATA
❏dSTORM images for 10 fields of HeLa cells (54×54×0.8 µm3) each
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Conclusion5
❏We designed a novel method to study the architecture of many 

SMLM biological structures and their interaction to form complexes 

❏Using our proposed method, we are not only analyzing the clusters 

but we are also able to analyze the sub-clusters and their features

❏Our results show that caveolae and S2 scaffolds are modular 

complexes and we decipher their simplexes
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Objectives2
❏To study the assembly of the various Cav1 domains using multi-

proximity threshold modularity network analysis 

❏To find the interaction relationship between the modules of the 

various Cav1 domains

❏To recognize the characteristics of complex structures and link 

them with the primitive structures via robust bio-signatures 

❏To model the complex structures geometrically by studying their 

architecture and know how they are built up from smaller 

components. This might be related to various diseases and can 

help in designing drugs to target some biological structures
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Results4

3 Method
i. Obtain 3D point cloud representation from the Cav1 super-resolution

ii. Perform 3D SMLM Network Analysis [1] to merge, denoise, segment 

clustered localizations, and identify their classes

iii. Match the learned groups with the previously identified groups [1]

iv. Perform multi-proximity thresholds network analysis for every blob

v. Leverage spectral decomposition algorithm [2], based on the eigenvector 

representation of the adjacency matrix, to divide the blobs’ networks into 

modules

vi. Extract the shape, topology, hollowness, and modularity features from 

every module

vii.Match the module-blob using the Euclidean distance of group centers

Merging proximity threshold (MPT) 

tuning not affecting the blobs’ 

classes nor their features except 

for the #localizations
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Blobs from the identified 4 Cav1 

domains. Small S1A and S1B 

scaffolds are made up of small 

polygons. S1B corresponds to S1A 

dimers.

Caveolae and hemi-spherical S2 

scaffolds have higher modularity 

and they are complex structures 

formed from S1B and S1A  

Blobs’ features 

across multiple 

datasets show the 

identified and 

matched groups. 

Caveolae and S2 prone to be modular structures

Similarity between 

the module-blob 

pair of group 

centers  (using 

Euclidean distance)

Some of the 

extracted features 
from the blobs and 

modules. Some 

module features are 

similar to blob 

features. E.g. 
caveolae modules 

(blue) are very 

similar to the S1B 

blobs (magenta) 

Multi-proximity 

threshold modularity

analysis for HeLa

blobs
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